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ABSTRACT 
Neumann-type series expansion of reflexive generalized inverses of a matrix is 
investigated, and a necessary and sufficient condition is given in relation to the 
expansion for the convergence of the hyperpower iterative method for generating 
reflexive generalized inverses. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The inverse A - ’ of 
expansion 
a nonsingular matrix A admits the Neumann-type 
A-‘=~ 2 (I-w~*A)‘A*, (1.1) 
i=o 
where 0< (Y <2)IAll -2. This is a special case of the series 
A-‘= 2 (I-XA)'X, 
i=O 
(1.2) 
which holds when p( Z - XA) < 1. 
The expansion (1.1) is well known to be valid also for a rectangular or 
singular matrix A, if A - ’ is replaced by the Moore-Penrose inverse A’ of A 
[4]. The purpose of this paper is to give a similar expansion of every reflexive 
generalized inverse A; of a (possibly rectangular) matrix A, which is defined 
bY 
AArmA = A and A,AArm = A- I 7 (1.3) 
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by extending the series (1.2) to the case where A is rectangular or singular, 
and to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of the 
hyperpower method, devised by Altman [2], which is closely related to the 
series expansion. 
In Sec. 2, we will give a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
convergence of Neumann-type series and give a Neumann-type expansion of 
every reflexive generalized inverse of a matrix. In Sec. 3, we will discuss the 
hyperpower method for generating a reflexive generalized inverse of a 
matrix. 
We will always identify a matrix with its corresponding linear mapping. 










The restriction of the mapping Q to the subspace s . 
The projection onto the subspace S along 5. 
The set of all the generalized inverses of A. 
The set of all the reflexive type generalized inverses of A, 
i.e. {X;AXA=A,XAX=X}. 
The set of all the minimum norm type generalized inverses 
of A, i.e. { X;AXA = A, (XA)* = XA}. 
The set of all the least square type generalized inverses of 
A, i.e. {X;AXA=A,(AX)*=AX}. 
The set of all the N-minimum norm type generalized in- 
verses of A, i.e. {X;AXA=A,(iVXA)*=NXA}. 
The set of all the M-least square type generalized inverses 
of A, i.e. {X;AXA =A,(MAX)* =MAX}. 
The Moore-Penrose inverse of A. 
The range space of B. 
The null space of B. 
The vector space of n dimensional complex column vectors. 
An eigenvalue of a matrix B. 
Spectral radius of a matrix B. 
2. NEUMANN-TYPE EXPANSION OF A; 
DEFINITION. Let R be a square matrix. Then R is convergent if 
lim. ,,mRi exists, and divergent otherwise. 
The following theorem was given in [lo]. 
THEOREM 2.1. The following three conditions are equivalent. 
1. A n X n matrix R is convergent. 
2. (i)(A(R)] < 1 or X(R)= 1; and 
(ii)Ker(Z- R)‘=Ker(Z- R). 
3. P(R IIm(z--I)) < 1. 
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In that case, the following hold 
(a) Im(Z-R)@Ker(Z-R)= en, 
(b) !ic Ri=Pxer(~-~),~rn(l-~). 
(c) (I- R)-‘E {(I- R)-}, (I- A”)-lIxe,(l--Rj.= Zx,,(r_,) and (z-i)-’ 
maps the space Im(Z- R) onto itself, where i= RP,,C,_~J,K,,(I_B). 
It is seen by (c) of this theorem that (I - R”) -i is a commutative genera- 
lized inverse of I- R, i.e. 
(I-R)-l(z-~)=(~-R)(~-R)-l=P,,~,_.,,,,~,-,,. (24 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A and X be mX n and nXm matrices respectively. 
Then the following three statements are equivalent. 
1. The series 
converges. 
2. p((Z- XA)P,,,,.) < 1, where P,,,,. is a projector onto ImX. 
3. (a) I- XA is a convergent matrix, and 
(b) ImXA =ImX. 
(2.2) 
In this case, A is a generalized inverse of the limit matrix G z (I - Z$-‘X of 
the convergent series (2.2), i.e. 
GAG = G and GA = PImX,KerXA, (2.3) 
where Z?l = (I- XA)P,,,,.. 
Proof. 1*2: Suppose 2 is not satisfied, there exists a vector x E C?, 
which satisfies (I-XA)Xx=Axx, Xx#O, 1x1) 1 and x#l. In this case, 
z:,,(z-xA)‘xx=(~::=~~)x x and the right-hand side does not converge as 
k tends to infinity, which contradicts 1. 2-l: Since ImX is an invari_ant 
subspace of_ ,tbe mat+ RI- I- XA, we have E:_,(Z- XA)‘~=Z~,,R/X. 
Since zr==,R/X=(Z- R,)-‘X, the series (2.2) converges to (I- R,)-‘X. 2*3: 
Since ImX 1 Im XA and both sides are invariant subspaces of R,, then we 
have o((Z- XAPr,,,,,. ) < 1. Hence by Theorem 2.1, R, is the convergent 
matrix and ImXA@KerXA= C?.“. Suppose Im xA # ImX; then ImX 
n Ker XA # { 0} ; hence there exists a vector x which satisfies XAXx = 0 and 
Xr #O. This implies R,Xx = Xx, which contradicts 2. 332: By Theorem 2.1, 
we have P(R~P,,,,. ) < 1. Noting that ImXA = ImX, we have the desired 
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result. Finally, we have, by Theorem 2.1(c), 
and 
GA=(Z-ji,)-1XA=(Z-~I)-1(Z-RI)=P~m~,~er~=P~m~,~~r~. 
Thus, we have the desired result. n 
Noting that (I - XA)‘X = X(Z - AX)‘, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The following three statements are equivalent. 
1. The series 
X+X(Z-AX)+X(Z-AX)“+... (2.4) 
converges. 
2. P(P.,IW (I- AX)) < 1, where P,,,,,, is a projector along Ker X. 
3. (a) I - AX is a convergent matrix, and 
(b) KerAX = KerX. 
Proof. Let S,=C$,,X(Z- AX)‘. Since S,* =Z:_,(Z- X*A*)‘X*, it fol- 
lows by Theorem 2.2 that the series (2.4) converge_s iff p((Z - X*A*)P,,,. .) 
< 1. Noting that P&x.,.=P.,KerX and that X(B)=A(B*), where A(B) is di- 
genvalues of B, we can see that two statements 1 and 2 are equivalent. 
Similarly, 1 is satisfied iff I- X*A* is convergent and ImX*A*=ImX*, 
which are equivalent to 3. n 
COROLLARY 2.4. The statements 1, 2, 3 of Theorem 2.2 and 1, 2, 3 of 
Corollay 2.3 are equivalent to one another. In this case, the two series (2.2) 
and (2.4) converge simultaneously to the same limit matrix 
(Z-it)-lX=X(Z-&)-l=G, 
which satisfies 
GAG = G CA = P1,,,X,KerXA and AC = PImAX,KerX1 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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where K= P.,,,,(Z - AX). Also, we have 
@J=&L). (2.7) 
Proof. Since the two series (2.2) and (2.4) coincide termwise, we have 
(2.5) by the proof of the previous corollary. Since 
we ‘have (2.6), by Theorem 2.2. 
Finally, let X be an eigenvalue of I$. Then there exists a vector x which 
satisfies 
(I-xA)xx=Axx, Xx#O and A#l. 
This implies X - 1 is a nonzero eigenvalue of a matrix XA. Since nonzero 
eigenvalues of AX and XA coincide (see [l]), i; - 1 is an eigenvalue of 
X*A* = (AX)*. Hence, there exists a vector x’ which satisfies 
(X*A*)X*x’= (x- 1)X*x’ and X*x’#O. 
This implies x is an eigenvalue of (I - X*A*)PImx*,.. Thus 
P((Z- X*A*)P,,x.,.) =d(~-AXk,,x~.)~ 
Noting that p((Z- X*A*)P,,,.,.)=p(P.,,,,(Z-AX)), we have Eq. (2.7). n 
THEOREM 2.5. The series (2.2) or (2.4) converges to a generalized inverse 
ofA i# 
(a) Z - XA (or I - AX) is a convergent matrix, 
(b) ImXA=ImX (or KerAX=KerX), and 
(c) KerXA = KerA (or ImAX = ImA). 
In this case, the limit G =(I-%)-‘X( =X(Z-KJ-‘) of the series is ne- 
cessarily a reflexive generalized inverse of A, which satisfies 
ImG=ImX and KerG=KerX. (2-S) 
Proof. Since the necessary and sufficient conditions (a) and (b) are given 
in the previous theorem, it remains to be proved that 
A(Z-Zil)-h=A H (c). (2.9) 
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Under the condition that the series converges, it is seen by Theorem 2.1-(c) 
that 
Since 4mXA,KerXA = ~(c),_we have the first half of the theorem. It follows 
from Theorem 2.2 that (I - R,)- ‘X is a reflexiye generalized @verse of A. It 
is easily seen from the form of Gz(Z-R,)-lX=X(Z-RR,)-l that the 
condition (2.8) holds. n 
A reflexive generalized inverse A,- ’ 1s uniquely determined if ImA; and 
KerA, are specified; hence in the case of Theorem 2.5, ImX and KerX 
determine the reflexive generalized inverse G. For example, under the 
conditions (a), (b) and (c) of the previous theorem, 
(1) ImX=ImA* iff GE{A,}n{A;}, 
(2) KerX=KerA* iff G E{A;} n {A,}, 
(3) ImX=ImA* and KerX=KerA* iff G=A’, and 
(4) if X= (wN_‘A*M and 0< a <2(p(N-‘A*MA))-‘, where N and M are 
positive definite matrices of appropriate sizes, then 
(See [lo].) 
Conversely, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Every reflexive generalized inverse A, of A can be 
expanded in the series (2.2) or (2.4), by choosing an appropriate matrix X, 
which is generally not unique but needs only to satisfy (a), (b), (c) and (2.8) 
of Theorem 2.5. 
Proof. For example, if we choose X = d,- (0 < (Y <2), then X satisfies 
(a), (b), (c) and (2.8) of Theorem 2.5. w 
The following propositions are easily deduced from Theorem 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. The series 
=XA+X(Z-AX)A+X(Z-AX)2A+... (2.10) 
converges iff I- XA is convergent, in which case the limit of the series is 
P ImXA.KerX.4 
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PnoPosrrroN 2.8. The series 
AX+AX(Z-AX)+AX(Z-AX)'+... 
=AX+A(Z-XA)X+A(Z-XA)2X+... (2.11) 
converges iff Z - AX is convergent, in which case the limit of the series is 
P ImAX,KerAX’ 
3. HYPERPOWER ITERATIVE METHOD FOR 
GENERATING REFLEXIVE GENERALIZED INVERSES 
The hyperpower iterative method was originally devised by Altman [2] for 
inverting a linear bounded operator in Hilbert space, and was shown to be 
valid for generating the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix by Petryshyn [7], 
Zlobec [ll], Gamett III, Ben-Israel and Yau [6] and Shinozaki, Sibuya and 
Tanabe [9]. The second order iterative method, investigated by Ben-Israel [3] 
and Ben-Israel and Cohen [5], is a special case of this method. 
In this section, we give the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
convergence of the hyperpower method, and show that the method is also 
valid for generating reflexive generalized inverses of a matrix. 
The pth Order Hyperpower Method 
Given an m x n matrix A, generate a sequence {X,} of n x m matrices by 
the recurrence formula 
X i+l =xi+(z-XiA)Xi+(Z-XiA)"Xi+..* +(z-xiA)P-lxi, (3.1) 
or equivalently by the formula 
Xi+,=X,+Xi(Z-AXi)+Xi(Z-AXi)2+. . . +x~(z-Ax,)~-', (3.2) 
starting from an initial m X n matrix X0 = X. 
LEMMA 3.1. The pth order hyperpower method generates the partial sum 
of the series (2.2) and (2.4), i.e. 
p’-1 
Xl= 2 (Z-XA)iX=P$X(Z-AX)i, (3.3) 
i=O i-0 
Z-X,A=(Z-XA)+ and Z-AXl=(Z-AX)pt (3.4) 
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Proof. Suppose Eq. (3.3) holds; then noting that 1 - x:r,$l -h)‘A= (l- 
Yk, we have 
p'-1 
Z-X,A=Z- x (Z-XA)iXA=(Z-xA)p’, 
i=O 
similarly, Z - AX, = (I - AX)p’. Thus we have 
=p’~-l(z_x;l)‘x. (3.5) 
i=O 
Since (3.3) is trivial for 1= 1, it is shown by induction that Eq. (3.3) holds for 
any natural number 1. W 
THEOREM 3.2. The pth order hyperpower method generates a convergent 
sequence {Xi} of matrices, if the conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.5 hold, 
in which case the limit 
of the sequence satisfies the following: 
(a) G-X~=(Z-X,_,A)PG=(Z-XA)PG=G(Z-AX,_,)=G(Z-AX)p’, 
and 
(b) PM,K~~~ - X4 = (PMS~~XA - X,FA)~= (Z- XNP’P~mx,~er~~ 
P ~~AX,K~~X~~~~~~~~~AX,K~~X~~~~-I~~~PL~AX,K~~X~~~~~~~~~ 
Zf the condition (c), besides (a) and (b), of Theorem 2.5 holds, then G is 
the reflexive generalized inverse of a matrix A that satisfies Eq. (2.8). 
Proof. The results except for (a) and (b) are directly deduced from 
Theorem 2.2 (or Corollary 2.3), Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 3.1. By the 
formulae (2.6), (3.3) and (3.4), we have 
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Similarly, we have 
Noting (3.4), we have (a). Pre- and post-multiplication of A by the equations 
of (a) lead to (b). This completes the proof. n 
It should be noted that the conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.5 are not 
necessary conditions for the convergence of the hyperpower method. 
THEOREM 3.3. The pth order hyperpower method generates a convergent 
sequence {Xi} of n X m matrices iff (a) the matrix Z - XA is either convergent 
or similar to the matrix of the form 
where 
(1) the Zi’s (1 < I< k) are identity matrices of appropriate sizes; 
(2) wj = exp(2n\r-l /qi) and oi#l (l< j< k), where qi is such 
an integer _that all the prime factors of qi are also the factor of p; 
(3) p( R ‘) < 1; and 
(4) Z is the identity matrix of order n - rankXA, and 
(b) ImXA =ImX. 
When I- XA is simii& to the matrix (3.6), the following condition hold. 
(c) Let &, be the eigenzpace 
Gi ={x; (I-xA)x=c+x} 
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of I-XA forwi and let 
& ~&G,@&,cB*- @&,, 
then the & j ‘s, ImX 9 & and Ker XA are invariant subspaces of I - XA 
and we have the decomposition 
&,03&&+ 63Gk@(ImX0&)63KerXA 
=ImX@KerXA=C”, (3.7) 
which corresponds to (34, 
(d) hm,,,(Z- 44 = W,,(Z- m)p’= Z’KerXAeG,ImXBG, 
(e) lim l+,Xl=(Z-Z?)-lX, where Ei=(Z-XA)P~~X86,KerXA86r and 
VI (Z-i )-11K4LACB~ = ZKerxAfBQ and (Z-i)-‘(ImXe&)=ImXe&. 
Proof. 
Necessity: Let a vector x satisfy 
(I-XA)Xx=wXx#O; 
then X,x = Z&‘(Z - XA)‘X x = @)=ipfg ‘w’)Xx. Suppose JwJ > I or w is a number 
other than those defined in (a) (2); then Xl diverges as 1 tends to infinity, 
which contradicts the assumption. 





(I - XA)Xx = ojx3c + y, 
Hence 
(I- xA)ixx=co~xx+ iwi’-‘y 
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Hence, X, diverges as 1 tends to infinity, which contradicts the assumption. 
Thus, the eigenvalue wi of Z - XL4 is simple, if one exists. 
Suppose there exists a nonzero vector x E Im X n Ker XA ; then we have 
(I-XA)x=xEImX. 
This contradicts the fact that 1 is never an eigenvalue of I - XA on ImX, 
which has just been proved. Hence, 
ImX n KerXA = (0). 
Noting that ImX > ImXA, we have 
ImXABKerXA = C?n and ImXA =ImX. 
Since ImX is an invariant subspace of Z - XA and (I - XA)x = x for any 
x E Ker XA, we have (a) and (b). 
Sufficiency: When I- XA is convergent, the result is directly deduced 
from Theorem 2.2. If this is not the case, XA is similar to the matrix 
Then we have Ker(XA)’ = Ker XA; hence 
ImXYA@KerXA= @. 
Thus, ImX $KerXA = C?” , and ImX and Ker XA are invariant subspaces of 
I- XA, which implies that (I- XA)I,,, is similar to 
o,z,&+.z,CEJ.. . a.+Z,$i’; 
hence (c) holds. 
Let Xx=xi@x,CB**. @x,@y, where X;E Gj (l< /<k) and 
yEImXB&; then 
p’-1 
x,x= c (I-xA)‘xx 
i=O 
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Since for sufficiently large 1, we have (3.8) for any i (1 < i < k), 
It is easily seen that 
i=O i=O 
p(Z-?)=p(Z?)<l; 
hence, we have (e). 
1 Since for sufficiently large I, (I - XA)p’ is similar 
(R ‘)P’CB I, we have_ (d). 
Similarly, (I - R )- ’ is similar to Z,$Z,@. . . @Z,CB(Z-R’)-‘@I, so we 
have (f). This completes the proof. n 
COROLLARY 3.4. The pth order hyperpower method generates a sequence 
w>hich converges to a generalized inverse of A- of A iff (a), (b) and (c) of 
Theorem 2.5 are satisfied, in which case A- = A;. 
Proof. We need to prove only necessity. In the case where I- XA is not 
a convergent, (I-R)-lXA is similar to (1-01)Z1c9(1-w2)Z~~... @(l-w& 
Zk @ Z @O, which cannot be a projector. Hence, we have the desired result. n 
Finally, note that if we generate a sequence {Z,} of square matrices by 
the recurrence formula 
zj+,=zi+(z-zi)zi+. . . +(z-zi)‘-lzi 
=zi+zi(z-zi)+- +ZJZ-ZJ? (3.9) 
Then, under the condition that I- XA is convergent, 
(1) Z,=XA* lim Zi=PImXAKerXA, 
i+m 
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